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Abstract

This paper describes a web-based electronic commerce system in which customers and merchants delegate the related
tasks to their personal software agents. Messages passed between these agents can fully encapsulate the associated parties’
points of view towards a market transaction. More specifically, an offer request consists of a list of the product attributes the
customer wants to know about, a partial order of their importance, and the constraints imposed. On the other side, an offer
proposal can be tailored according to the information conveyed in the corresponding offer request. Advanced features of the
system include the permanent existence of our agents in the market, thus being able to learn from it, their ability to act
proactively in order to initiate a transaction, and the integration of an interactive multiple criteria decision-making tool, with
which a buying agent performs a comparative evaluation of the proposals in a semi-autonomous way.q2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Research work done during the last few years has
dealt with a diversity of tasks involved in buying and
selling goods and services in an electronic market
Ž . w xe-market 1,19 , and resulted to the implementation
of a plethora of systems automating tasks such as
product brokering, merchant brokering, and negotia-

w xtion 5,17 . Moreover, as many analysts predict,
agent-mediated electronic commerce would further

Žrevolutionize Internet Commerce see, for instance,
w x.Ref. 16 . This is mainly due to the fact that most
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basic characteristics of software agents, such as au-
tonomy, proactiveness andAintelligenceB, together
with their ability to cooperate, make them suitable
for the delegation of traditional commercial transac-
tions.

This paper describes a new agent-mediated elec-
tronic commerce system for the contemporary e-
market. Its overall framework is not based on pre-
classified ads; instead, the system’s agents cooperate
and get the related information in a real-time mode.
Contrary to the majority of the already implemented
systems, the one presented here addresses efficiently
all of the following important issues.

Ž .i The permanent existence of agents in the
e-market; that is, agents that do notAliveB only
during a specific transaction but much longer, upon

0167-9236r01r$ - see front matterq2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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the subscription paid by their owners at the time they
Žwere launched an actor mayAhireB an agent for a

.month, a year, etc. .
Ž .ii The proactiveness and semi-autonomy of

agents; that is, agents that take the initiative to
contact their actors in order to start a transaction that

ŽseemsAinterestingB to them e.g., when a new prod-
uct, which matches one’s profile, appears in the

.market . Semi-autonomy of agents assures the right
Žlevel of control for the actions they could take a

.fully autonomous agent could cause problems .
Ž .iii The maintenance of each actor’s profile

through the personalization of the agents involved;
for instance, a customer’s agent is supplied with a

Žnumber of general interests e.g., classical music,
. Žcruises and preferences e.g., one may dislike the

.black color on any product of its actor, which can
be enriched with more detailed ones each time the
customer initiates a transaction. This gets extra value

Žwhen agentsAliveB permanently in the e-market see
.first issue above .

Ž .iv The ability of a seller agent to refine some of
the customer’s purchase criteria, argue in favor or
against them, or even bring up new information to
persuade himrher to accept its offer.

Ž .v The ability to handle incomplete, inconsistent
and conflicting information during a purchase trans-
action, and perform a progressive synthesis and com-

Ž .parative evaluation across a set of attributes of the
existing proposals. This requires a highly interactive

tool, based on multiple criteria decision theory, that
enables customers easily examine alternative scenar-

Žios by selecting which of the proposals’ attributes to
.be taken into account and recommends the best

solution according to the information at hand.
Table 1 provides a comparative insight of our

approach against four representative e-commerce
Žsystems, regarding the abovementioned features the

checkmark symbol denotes the existence of the re-
lated feature,A=B declares its absence, while the
asterisk stands for a partial or alternative implemen-

.tation of it . More specifically, Excite’s Jango
Ž .http:rrwww.jango.com provides a comparison
shopping Internet site, just allowing users to specify
the name and category of an item before searching
on-line stores for the lowest prices available. It is
based on a rather low-level approach, which does not
address any of the above issues. Being more sophis-

Žticated, PersonaLogic http:rrwww.personalogic.
.com provides a set of predefined, category-based

AguidesB, and allows customers impose constraints,
to be then exploited by a constraint satisfaction
engine in order to prune alternatives that do not
satisfy them. Regarding the issues above, only a
comparative evaluation of the matched offers is sup-
ported; however, the constraints imposed are pre-
determined, upon theAguideB, and cannot refined or
amended.

w xKasbah 2 helps users creating agents to negoti-
ate the buying and selling of goods on their behalf,

Table 1
Features provided in our and some representative e-commerce system approaches
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also allowing the specification of parameters to guide
and constrain an agent’s overall behavior. However,
these agents do not live permanently but only during
the completion of a certain transaction, thus not fully
exploiting each actor’s profile, as well as the proac-

Žtiveness and semi-autonomy of their agents e.g.,
.towards upcoming offers or requests . Negotiation in

Kasbah is straightforward and based on some simple
heuristics; this makes it intuitive for users to under-
stand what their agents are doing in the marketplace,

Ž .but does not allow for: iAopenB argumentation and
Ž .criteria refinement, ii handling of incomplete, in-

Ž .consistent and conflicting data, and iii progressive
synthesis and comparative evaluation of the entries
matched.

w xFinally, Tete-a-Tete 12 , unlike most other onlineˆ ` ˆ
negotiation systems that competitively negotiate over
price, equally considers product and merchant fea-
tures to help the shopper simultaneously determine
what to buy and whom to buy from. It also provides
a set of pre-determined, user-profile-based specifica-
tions for the requirements of each product category,
and multi-attribute utility theory to rank merchant
offerings. Tete-a-Tete is certainly close to our ap-ˆ ` ˆ
proach in that it allows consumer-owned shopping
agents and merchant-owned sales agents cooperate
across multiple terms. However, the issue of the
permanent existence of a consumer’s agent is not

Ž .fully exploited see comments above ; in addition,
proactiveness and semi-autonomy of both shopping
and sales agents is limited compared to our approach
Ž .see Sections 2 and 3 . Furthermore, argumentation
in our system is more flexible, in that it does not
have to be based on pre-determined specifications.
The mechanisms deployed can efficiently handle any

kind of incomplete, inconsistent and conflicting data.
In conclusion, we argue that our interface for the
progressive synthesis and comparative evaluation of
multiple offers is more intuitive and closer to the real

Ž .way of thinking of a purchaser see Section 4 .
The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-

lows. The proposed e-market framework is analyzed
in Section 2. The architecture of the software agents
involved is illustrated in Section 3. The multiple
criteria decision-making process is presented in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, a real application of the system is
discussed in Section 5, while concluding remarks
and future work directions are outlined in Section 6.
It should be made clear here that issues such as
ordering, security, payment and delivery, while
equally important in commercial transactions, do not
fall in the primary scope of this paper.

2. The e-market framework

The proposed e-market system is based on a
network of communicating agents that act asartifi-

Žcial employees of the related actors i.e., customers
.and merchants , in that they perform a series of tasks

for them. Actors are logged in the system,AhireB
Žtheir personal agents by paying a subscription de-

.pending on the time they want them toAliveB ,
create a profile for them, and launch them in the

Ž .e-market Fig. 1 .

2.1. Cooperation protocol

An agent’s profile serves itspersonalization, that
is, the process with which an actor supplies hisrher

Fig. 1. Participants in an e-market.
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agent with the necessary information to sketch him-
selfrherself. Initially, this information may concern
general interests, preferences and constraints, when
speaking about a customer, or the market area and
set of services offered, when speaking about a mer-
chant. In such a way, apurchaser agent may be
aware that its actor is generally interested in classical
music and philosophical books while aseller
agent that its actor commercializes music CDs and
permanently makes offers to its regular customers.

The aboveAgeneralB knowledge is updated and
enriched with more specific one each time a transac-
tion is taking place. For instance, the time a cus-
tomer is about to buy a trip, itspurchaser agent
will learn that hershe considers some adventure

Ž .issues e.g., the option to dive and rock-climb ,
prefers exotic destinations, and is not willing to pay
more than a certain amount for it. This knowledge
will be reused when the customer will buy hisrher
next trip. Similarly, a seller agent is able to
update its profile each time it performs a transaction
Že.g., by categorizing a customer as a regular one the
second time a purchase agreement has been made
with himrher, in order to send him special offers in
the future, orAkeeping a noteB that this customer is
interested in diving trips, thus refraining from send-

.ing him ski resort offers .
E-market transactions in our system are initiated

either by an actor or an agent. In the first case, a
customer looking for a certain good or service con-
tacts hisrher purchaser agent and provides it
with all the necessary information; in turn, thepur-

Žchaser agent requests from all or someseller
.agents offers that may fulfill its actor’s interests

Žstandardization issues, emerged here, are not ad-
.dressed in this paper . Similarly, a merchant may ask

hisrher seller agent to broadcast or selectively
send an offer for a certain product. This leads to the
second case above, which is related to the capabili-
ties of our system’s agents to be proactive and
semi-autonomous. More specifically, apurchaser
agent whose profile matches to a merchant’s offer
takes the initiative to contact its actor and ask hisrher
opinion to go ahead. In case that the customer is
interested in the certain product, thepurchaser
agent is capable to take action in order to retrieve
related offers and evaluate them all. In a similar way,
a seller agent, when noticing that the market’s

purchaser agents continuously discard its offers
due to their prices, can suggest its actor to lower
them.

Whenever a match between apurchaser and a
seller agent is established, the latter gets informa-
tion about the customer’s buying criteria, preferences
that may hold among them, as well as constraints
explicitly imposed. By getting the above informa-
tion, aseller agent is able to build an offer that is
as close as possible to the purchase request. Having
collected a bunch of such offers, apurchaser
agent has to consider and evaluate them all, the aim
being to eventually recommend the best one to its
user. Conflicts among the differentseller agents’
points of view are usually inevitable; before respond-
ing to apurchaser agent’s request, eachseller
agent would have tailored its offer according to the
range of goods at hand. Moreover, eachseller
agent may adopt its ownstrategy and, subsequently,

Ž .propose an offer that fulfills some of thepur-
chaser agent’s goals at a certain level.

2.2. Communication protocol

To establish the cooperation protocol described
above, agents communicate by exchanging messages
of various types. Each message type conveys certain
semantics associated to a particular task of the pur-

Žchase procedure. Each time an agentpurchaser
.or seller receives a message, it immediately

knows what reasoning procedure it must activate in
order to deploy the most appropriate answer or ac-

Ž .tion if any to the message received, or what kind of
update it has to perform in its domain specific
knowledge. In other words, each message type con-
cerns a specific kind of interaction between the
different kinds of participants in our framework,
namely customers,purchaser agents, seller
agents, and merchants. These interactions are
schematically represented in Fig. 2, whereas the
messages involved are analyzed in the sequel of this
section. Throughout the rest of this paper, motivated
by a recent marketing firm’s report pointing out that
A25% of all new-vehicle buyers use the Internet to
arm themselves with vehicle product and pricing
information during the vehicle-shopping processB
w x18 , we consider a scenario where a customer is
interested in purchasing a new car.
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Fig. 2. A schematic summary of actors’ interactions.

( )2.2.1. The offer request message
This message is sent by apurchaser to a

seller agent and conveys information formulating
the related customer’s specifications for the product
to be purchased. The structure of these messages is
illustrated in Fig. 3. As shown, thereceiver field
may beAanyB in case of broadcasting or a list of
seller agents’ IDs in case of selective communi-
cation. The purchaseID field refers to a general

Ž .purchase category vehicles in our case , while pur-
chaseObj refers to the specific good the customer

Ž .intends to buy i.e., a new car . The criterion and
feature fields provide information about the specific
product’s attributes. In our framework,criteria rep-

Žresent broader evaluation metrics that is, metrics
that may stand for more than one purchase cate-

.gories; e.g. cost, performance, aesthetics, etc. , while

features concern specific attributes of a criterion,
which usually depend on the specific product to be

Žbought for example, other features are attached to
the criterion of safety in the case of purchasing a car

.than those attached when purchasing a motorboat .
FieldsfeatureValue andimpact are to be com-

Žpleted by aseller agent the meaning of the
former is straightforward; the purpose of the latter is

.explained in the following message type . Thede-
scription field for the scenario used in this paper

Žmay contain entries such ascost, purchase–
. Žprice, ?featureValue, ?impact , cost, an-

nual service cost, ?featureValue, ?im-– –
. Žpact , performance, maximum speed,–

. Ž?featureValue, ?impact , performance,
.acceleration, ?featureValue, ?impact ,

etc.

Fig. 3. Structure of anoffer request message.
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Preferences provide a means to weigh pairs of
criteria or features. They are represented by tuples of

Ž .the form criterion, impRel, criterion or
Ž .feature, impRel, feature , where impRel

� Ž .g more less important than, equa-– –
4lly important to . A preference of the form– –

Ž .criterion-1, impRel-x, criterion-2 im-
Žplies preferences of the formfeature-i, im-

.pRel-x, feature-j , where feature-i and
feature-j have been classified undercrite-
rion-1 and criterion-2, respectively. Finally,
constraints provide a way to express a customer’s
wish about the value a certain feature should possess.

ŽFor the new-car case,max speed, more than,– –
. Ž . Ž2±± , airbag, at least, 2 and price,–

.less than, 3±±±± can be such data types.–

( )2.2.2. The offer proposal message
This message concerns an offer proposal sent by a

seller agent in reply to apurchaser agent’s
offer request. Offer proposals are structured by
seller agents according to a certain strategy, which

Ž .serves as much as possible the interests of their
owners. In general, such a strategy underlines the

Žpositive features of an object to be sold even if
these features have not been explicitly included in

.the corresponding offer request , while simultane-
ously attempts to underestimate, or evenAhideB, the
negative ones.

Ž .An offer proposal message see Fig. 4 has a
similar structure to that of anoffer request. Com-
pared to it, thedescription field now contains
the purchaser agent’s answer for the feature re-

Ž .quested i.e.,featureValue and its opinion about
the impact of this answer regarding the product it
suggests. Theimpact field takes a value from the

� 4 Žset pro, con, neutral . For example,perfor-

.mance, acceleration, 8.5, pro denotes a
purchaser agent’s opinion that an acceleration
rate of 8.5 is a plus for the product it offers, while
Ž .cost, purchase price, 25±±±, neutral–
denotes its inability to decide whether a price of
25,000 is a plus or a minus for its offer. It should be
noted here that the list of tuples in thedescrip-
tion and preferences fields of an offer pro-
posal may not necessarily be identical to those of the
corresponding offer request, in that theseller

Žagent may upon the strategy it follows for a specific
. Žsetting tailor its offer by not filling in all entries

.included in an offer request, while adding new ones .
For instance, a merchant of very expensive cars may
have hisrherseller agent not providing any infor-
mation about prices, while trying to promote other
features such as safety, image, etc.

Furthermore, an offer proposal may contain argu-
ments about thepurchaser agent’s preferences.
Such arguments may either be stored in the related
database or come up after the interaction of a
seller agent with its human agent. The purpose of
the justification provided is to further validate or
challenge the customer’s choices before the compar-
ative evaluation of the offer proposals received.

2.2.3. The Customer–PurchaserAgent messages
There are five message types used for the com-

munication between a customer and hisrher
purchaser agent, namelycustSpecMsg, cust-
SpecUpdReqMsg, custSpecUpdAnsMsg, pur-
chInitReqMsg and purchInitAnsMsg. Using
the first one, a customer is able to inform hisrher

Ž .assistant agent about the product s hershe would
Žlike to buy together with a related specification i.e.,

.criteria, features, preferences, constraints, etc. . The
Žnext two concern an update of this specification at

Fig. 4. Structure of anoffer proposal message.
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.any time of a purchase transaction . They may re-
quest and provide, respectively, supplementary in-
formation regarding the customer’s opinion for a
feature value, a preference, or some arguments intro-
duced by aseller agent. Finally, the last two
message types concern the interaction that is proac-
tively initiated by a purchaser agent’s request
about whether the customer is interested in purchas-

Žing a new product which has just been launched by
.a seller agent, see Section 2.2.5 . As it will be

described in more detail in Sections 2.2.4, 2.2.5,
2.2.6 and 2.2.7, a customer may either accept or
reject certain items of an offer proposal; such mes-
sages are sent to apurchaser agent during the
comparative evaluation of the offerings received and
help in determining the best alternative.

2.2.4. The Merchant–SellerAgent messages
There are also three message types serving the

communication between a merchant and hisrher
seller agent, namelymerSpecMsg, merSpec-
UpdReqMsg and merSpecUpdAnsMsg. Using
the first one, aseller agent becomes aware of the
products it can sell, by getting a specification of
them that reflects the corresponding merchant’s pol-

Žicy it may promote the advantages of these prod-
.ucts, and so on . In addition, aseller can use a

merSpecUpdReqMsg message to ask its owner
Žabout additional information e.g., when new criteria

or preferences, not currently available in its selling
.database, appear in an offer request or hisrher

opinion on which strategy to be followed in a partic-
ular setting. The merchant’s reaction is represented
by amerSpecUpdAnsMsg.

( )2.2.5. A new product announcement
Each time the database of aseller is updated

Žeither when a new product is introduced or an
existing product is updated due to promotion rea-

.sons , theseller uses this type of message to
broadcast its characteristics to the possibly interested
purchaser agents of the e-market.

2.2.6. A new seller agent announcement

( )
Each time a newseller is created and up-

loaded, it broadcasts this type of message to an-

nounce its presence to thepurchaser agents of the
e-market. This message contains information about
its coordinates and the products it can sell.

( )2.2.7. A new offer announcement
Each time a merchant launches a new product or

an offer promoting one of hisrher already existing
products, hershe sends this message to hisrher
seller agent.

3. The e-market software agents

The development of the software agents proposed
in our e-market framework is based on a generic and
reusable architecture, which has been conceived after
examining the pros and cons of various existing

Ž w x.approaches see, for instance, Refs. 7,13,15,20 .
Even if the two agent types involved do not have the
same functionality, they are built on the same basic

Ž .architecture principles see Fig. 5 . However, their
constituent modules are tailored, according to their

Žspecific type e.g., the decision-making module of a
seller agent is usually much simpler than that of a

.purchaser agent . The architecture of each agent
type is described in detail below.

3.1. The agent

A purchaser agent is composed of three, which
run concurrently and intercommunicate by exchang-

Ž .ing internal i.e., intra-agent messages. Apur-
chaser agent remains idle while no messages ar-
rive at its communication module. As soon as a
message arrives, the communication module, after
transforming it to an intra-agent message, sends it to
the coordination module using a message queuing
mechanism. All modules adopt this behavior and
remain idle while no messages to be processed are
available. The same intra-agent queuing mechanism
facilitates all three modules.

3.1.1. The communication module
The communication module of a purchaser

agent is responsible for the agent’s interaction with
its environment, that is theseller agents and the
human user it assists. It sends and receives messages,
while internally interacts with thecoordination mod-
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. Architecture of a apurchaser agent and b aseller agent.

ule. Its functionality is as follows: aninternal re-
ceiÕer transforms each internally queued message
Ž .produced by the coordination module to an inter-
agent message and, in the sequel, stores it to the
outgoing messages queue. In the case of selective or
point-to-point communication, it also adds the re-
ceiving agent’s address. Anexternal receiÕer han-
dles the opposite, by transforming each external
message received to an internal one and adding it to
the incoming messages queue. Finally, amessage
transmitter monitors the incoming and outgoing
queues, sending the queued messages to its coordina-
tion module, to another agent or to its human user,
accordingly. The communication module described

w xhere is an adaptation of that appearing in Ref. 13 .

3.1.2. The coordination module
This module handles the parts of the cooperation

protocol that concern any type of interaction between
Ž . Ž .i the purchaser and theseller agents, and ii
the purchaser agent and the customer it assists.

Ž .The related message types see previous section
pass through thepurchase coordinator component.
In addition, the coordination module keeps track of

Žthe agent’s finished tasks that is, the purchase
. Žhistory and the tasks under evolution e.g., a pur-

chase evaluation for a specific product can be mo-
mentary suspended due to searching for supplemen-

.tary information .
As shown in Fig. 5a, the module interacts with

both the communication and the decision-making
modules. For instance, each time the decision-mak-
ing module needs to interact with the customer, it
first sends a message to the coordination module

Žwhich, in turn, attaches additional information if

.required and forwards it to the communication mod-
ule. Similarly, the coordination module may filter the
content of a received message before forwarding the
related data to the decision-making module.

ŽIn many cases see, for instance, thenew-
.ProdMsg, and newSellAgMsg message types ,

the purchaser agent has to access itspurchase
database, which contains all necessary information

Žabout the sellers e.g., the products eachseller
. Žagent provides , user choices e.g., criteria, features,

preferences and constrains for products the customer
.is interested in and finally, purchase categories. It is

a relational database, where all the above elements
are structured in tables. Retrieving the appropriate
data, apurchaser agent is aware of which sellers
it can buy a product from, the products eachseller
agent provides, and the customer choices about a
specific product.

3.1.3. The decision-making module
The decision-making module is composed of three

Ž .components Fig. 5a , namely aninference mecha-
nism, a library of offer synthesis strategies, and the

Ž .offers synthesis graph see Section 4 . It actually
Ž .deploys the agent’s reasoning mechanism that i

implements the proactive behavior of the agent by
Žusing appropriate rules which are activated upon the

reception of a specific message, sent byseller
. Ž .agents , and ii performs a synthesis and a compara-

tive evaluation of the offers proposed by theseller
agents; this process ultimately aims at finding the
best offer, according to the customer’s choices and
the information at hand. The inference mechanism is
supplied with the necessary knowledge to perform
the above tasks.
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A strategy encapsulates the appropriate informa-
tion in order for the agent to perform the above
comparative evaluation. It prescribes the algorithms

Ž .to be followed in: i conflicting or inconsistent
cases; for instance, stating whether thepurchaser
agent should alert its master in case of a conflict, or
simply ignore it and conclude the issue with the

Žconsistent parts of the existing information semi-au-
. Ž .tonomy of the agent , ii the sequencing of the

evaluation process, that is specifying when to inter-
act with the customer, whether iterations are al-

Ž .lowed, etc., and iii the underlying multiple criteria
decision-making process. Due to the variety of the
information and mechanisms involved, the decision-

Fig. 6. An offer-building strategy.
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making process of thepurchaser agent is de-
scribed in detail in Section 4.

3.2. The agent

The architecture of aseller agent is similar to
Ž .that of apurchaser see Fig. 5b . The communi-

cation module has exactly the same functionality
with the homonymous module of thepurchaser
agent.

3.2.1. The coordination module
This module is responsible for the cooperation

Ž .between i theseller and thepurchaser agents,
Ž .and ii the seller and its merchant. Aselling

coordinator manages the exchange of the related
Žmessages see, for instance, the message typesof-

ferReqMsg, offerPropMsg, merSpecMsg,
newSellAgMsg and newProdMsg presented in

.Section 2 . The coordination module interacts with
the communication and the decision-making mod-
ules, as in apurchaser agent. Theselling database
basically keeps records of the products’ specification
together with an indication whether the value of
a specific feature is a strong, indifferent or weak
point. This information is represented by tuples of

Žthe form product, criterion, feature, fea-
.tureValue, impact , whereimpact may take a

� 4value from the set pro, con, neutral . The
database may also contain information about poten-

Ž .tial customerspurchaser agents to be informed
about the release of a new product.

3.2.2. The decision-making module
This module consists of aninference mechanism

and a library of offer-building strategies. As in a
purchaser agent, the inference mechanism of a
seller implements its proactive behavior, that is,
actions taken upon the reception of a specific mes-
sage sent by its merchant. Furthermore, it uses the
appropriate strategies to build offers for a requested
or promoted product. Each such strategy comprises a
set of rules reflecting the selling policy to be fol-
lowed by theseller agent, and may depend on the
specific customer, product to be sold, merchant sta-

Žtus, and so on for instance, a different policy may
be adopted when selling a new than a second-hand

.car .

Concerning the building of an offer, the inference
mechanism gets as input anofferReqMsg, con-
sults the selling database and the library of strate-
gies to retrieve the appropriate data and algorithms,
respectively, and provides a set ofofferPropMsg
as output. The offer-building strategy used for our
example scenario is sketched in Fig. 6.

4. The e-market multiple criteria decision-making
process

Having defined the architecture of thepur-
chaser andseller agents, as well as their coop-
eration and communication protocols, this section
focuses on the multiple criteria decision-making pro-
cess per se. This process takes place in the decision-
making module of thepurchaser agent. The tool
implemented for the automation of this process is an

w xextension of the work presented in Ref. 8 . For the
scenario used in this paper, let the customer have
well shaped in hisrher mind that the criteria of

Žperformance, cost, and safety let himrher ignoring
.for the moment that offirm’s image are critical for

the buying decision, while hershe has also ranked
the relative importance of performance and safety as
the former being more important than the latter;
moreover, hershe intends to pay less than 30,000
EUROs for the car.

4.1. Synthesis of offer proposals

For each specific offer request, thepurchase co-
ordinator of the purchaser agent receives offer
proposals, which are progressively sent by a subset

Ž .of the e-market’sseller agents. Fig. 7 a illus-
Ž .trates a proposaloffer-12: car-6.1 , made by

sellerAgent-33. This offer consists of criteria
Že.g., criterion-22.5: safety, criterion-

.22.8: cost together with the associated features,
Ž Žfeature values and impact e.g.,feature-22.5.3:

. Žairbag, 2, neutral , feature-22.8.1: pur-
..chase price, 25±±±, pro , preferences brought–

up either by thepurchaser agent when requesting
Ž Žan offer e.g., preference-22.13: perfor-

..mance, more important, safety or the–
seller agent itself when replying to such a

Ž Žrequest e.g., preference-33.3: safety,
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Fig. 7. A seller agent’s offer proposal.

..more important, performance and, finally,–
Ž Žarguments in favor e.g.,argument-33.13: re-

port12: Asafety was the big issue in 1998
.. Žcar salesB or against e.g.,argument-33.11:

Ž Ž . Žif maximum speed )2±± then acci-–
...dent risk, high a preference.–

Appropriate mechanisms in the decision-making
module of thepurchaser agent transform anof-
ferPropMsg, such that appearing in Fig. 7a, into a
graph of the form shown in Fig. 7b. As soon as a
purchaser agent gets a new offer proposal, it
integrates it with the ones already arrived, construct-
ing an offers synthesis graph. We assume that there

is a time limit, set by the purchaser, after which no
more offers for the specific purchase transaction are
accepted.

4.2. Interacting with the user

The offers synthesis graph is presented to the
Ž .customer through a web interface see Fig. 8 . Note

that preferences and constraints have been kept to-
Žgether at its bottom part that is, after the offer

.proposals , since these refer to the overall purchase
transaction. Also, note that the constraints appearing
in this graph come from the relatedofferReqMsg

Fig. 8. The offers synthesis graph.
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Žmessage or possibly from updates of the initial
.specification, initiated by the customer ; anoffer-

PropMsg does not contain constraints. Each entry in
this graph has anactiÕation label indicating its

Ž .current status it can beactiÕe or inactiÕe . By
default, all entries are initially active. Viewing the
graph through a standard web browser, the customer

Žis able to inactiÕate any of the graph’s nodes by
.using the mouse and clicking on them , the rationale

being that their corresponding data type do not suit
to hisrher interests.

Fig. 9 shows the status of the offers synthesis
graph after the customer’s intervention. Inactivation
of a node renders all of its children nodes inactive;
for instance, inactivation ofpreferencey22.13:
Ž .performance, more important, safety–

Ž Žalso inactivatesargumenty33.11: if maxi-
. Žmum speed )2±± then accident risk,– –

..high . Upon inactivation, the color of the associ-
Žated button for each node changes note the darker

.gray color denoting that these nodes will not be
taken further into account in the decision-making
process.

Each offer’s feature value is also checked against
Žthe existing constraints note that in the offer-build-

ing strategy described in Fig. 6, the offer proposals
sent do not violate these constraints; however, since
the strategy followed by aseller agent is not
known to the purchaser, this check is always per-

.formed at the latter’s side . Recall that a constraint
Žhas the form feature, relation, fea-

.tureValue , where the desired value may fall into
a numerical range, a set of discrete values, or a list
of predicates. Nodes that violate a constraint become
automatically inactive, that is upon the presentation
of the offer synthesis graph to the customer. Hershe

Žmay then—at any time—activate again some or all
. Ž .of these nodes again, by using the mouse and test

again the outcome of the decision-making procedure.
In general, the manual activation and inactivation of
the graph nodes enables the customer to further
elaborate the problem, by examining various alterna-
tive combinations.

4.3. Detection of conflicts and inconsistencies

Apart from an activation label, each preference
has a consistency label, which can be consistent or
inconsistent. Each time a preference is inserted in the

Žoffer synthesis graph this follows the receipt of a
.newofferPropMsg , a mechanism checks if both

Fig. 9. Intervention of customer and purchase suggestion.
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constituent features or criteria of it exist in another,
already inserted, preference. If yes, the new prefer-
ence is considered eitherredundant, if it also has the
same importance relation, orconflicting, otherwise.

ŽA redundant preference is ignored not inserted in
.the graph , while a conflicting one is put next to the

previously inserted preference, the rationale being to
gather together conflicting preferences and stimulate

Žthe user to contemplate on them that is, to select
.which one to inactivate , until only one becomes

active. Such an instance is illustrated in Fig. 9, with
Žthe entriespreference-22.13: performance,

.more important, safety and preference-–
Ž33.3: safety, more important, perfor-–
.mance .

Ž .If both features or criteria of a new preference
do not exist in a previously inserted preference, its
consistency is checked against previous active and
consistent preferences. Consider, for example, a situ-

Žation, where there exist two preferencesfeature-
. Žx, more important, feature-y and fea-–

.ture-y, more important, feature-z . A new–
Žpreferencefeature-z, more important, fea-–

.ture-x is inconsistent with respect to the first two
ones, although it is not directly conflicting with
either one. Inconsistency checking is performed

Ž Ž 3.through a polynomial ON , N the number of the
. w xassociated featurespath consistency algorithm 11 .

Although the algorithm interacts with the database
Žwhere the offers synthesis graph is stored the pub-

.lic-domain mSQL has been integrated in the module ,
the algorithm is efficient; even for cases involving
offers with numerous criteria and associated features,
execution time is negligible.

4.4. The weighting schema

Active and consistent preferences participate in
Žthe weighting scheme onlypreference-33.3 and

.preference-22.13 in the example of Fig. 9 . In
order to demonstrate how the algorithm for assigning
weights to an offer’s features works, we use the
example shown in Fig. 10. There exist five features
and four preferences that relate them as illustrated in

Ž . ŽFig. 10 a . Each feature has aweights max–
.weightqmin weight /2. Max weight and– –

min weight are initialized to some predefined–
Žvalues in the following, we assume that initially

.min weight=± and max weights10 . The ar-– –
rowed lines correspond to theAmore importantB

Ž Ž ..relation e.g., f , more important, f and the–1 2
Ždotted line to theAequally importantB relation e.g.,

Ž ..f , equally important, f . Path consistency–3 4

explicates all theAmore importantB relations. More
w xspecifically, topological sort 9 is applied twice to

compute the possible maximum and minimum
Ž Ž ..weights for each feature Fig. 10 b . The weight is

the average of the newmax weight and min– –
Ž . Ž .weight: weight f = 6, weight f = 4.5,1 2

Ž . Ž . Ž .weight f =5, weight f =5 and weight f3 4 5

=4.
The basic idea behind the above scheme is that

Ž .the weight of a feature or a criterion is increased
every time it is more important than another one
Ž .and decreased when is less important , the final aim
being to extract a total order of offers. Since only
partial information may be given, the choice of the
initial maximum and minimum weights may affect
thepurchaser agent’s recommendation. However,

Fig. 10. The weighting mechanism.
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the above weighting scheme is not the only solution;
alternative schemes, based on different algorithms,
have been also implemented.

The score of each offer is calculated from the
weights of the active features the offer consists of
Žwe assume that an offer which includes no product

.features getsscores0 , according to the formula:

score offer sÝweight featureŽ . Ž .i j

yÝweight feature ,Ž .k

Ž .where feature feature an active featurej k
Ž .which refers tooffer having a positive negativei

impact. The scores ofoffer-12, offer-29 and
offer-16 in Fig. 9 are11, 9 and1±, respectively
Žconcerning the first one, bothfeature-22.5.3
andfeature-22.8.1 have score 5.5, whilefea-
ture-33.4.2 is inactive; similarly, for the other

Ž .two offers, it is score feature-22.3.1 s
Ž . Žscore feature-12.8.1 s score feature-
.22.3.7 s4.5, whilefeature-22.3.3 andfea-

.ture-3.6.4 are inactive . Therefore,offer-12 is
Žthe one recommended by the system as shown in

Fig. 9, the best proposal is accompanied by an
Aup-arrowB button, while the rest by aAdown-arrowB

.one . Once again, this may change in the future upon
Ž .a different configuration activationrinactivation of

the offers’ features by the customer, or the receipt of
Ža new offer in case that the time limit given has not
.been exceeded .

Ž .Note that the repudiation or not of transactions
concerns only the interested users of the system.
That is, independently of the system’s recommenda-
tions, users may proceed or not to perform a transac-
tion. In other words, the system is capable to always

Žrecommend the best case according to the informa-
.tion at hand , but the users are the ones to decide its

adoption or not.

5. Discussion and application

The today’s success of agent-mediated electronic
commerce in creating new markets and reducing
various transaction costs will arguably be boosted by
the displacement of the current buying and selling

w xprocesses with new business models 3 . As con-

w xcluded in a recent survey 6 , such a change will take
place as software agent technologies come to better
deal with issues such as the ambiguity of content,
personalization of preferences, complexity of goals,
and dynamics of the related environments.

ŽThe agents involved in our approach bothpur-
.chaser andseller agents address the above, the

ultimate aim being to provide extra functionality and
add more value to the users. This comes out with the
following facts: First, they have all the necessary
characteristics enabling them being completely per-
sonalized, playing the role of anartificial employee.
More specifically, a user profile is permanently
maintained by hisrher corresponding agent and can
be updated at any time upon the kind of the user–
agent interaction. In such a way, our framework
allows the agentsAliveB in an e-market, learn from it
and proactively ask its owner’s opinion about the
initiation of a transaction, whenever a new or pro-
moted product is launched. Second, ourpur-
chaser agent is enabled with an interactive mul-
tiple criteria decision-making tool, allowing the
handling of incomplete, inconsistent and conflicting
information, as well as the progressive synthesis and
comparative evaluation of the offer proposals. Fur-
thermore, we believe that the overall framework
presented in this paper isAcloserB to a real business
model, in that its communication and cooperation
protocols allow the implementation of an artificial
environment that better represents a real market. We
should note here that the usability of our framework
is highly associated with the adoption of the pro-
posed e-market from all actors involved. The perma-

Žnent existence of agents i.e., maintenance of actors’
.profiles implies a certain cost, which has to be

weighed against the potential profits arising from a
new product offer, an offer for regular customers,
etc.

Our system is fully implemented in Java
Ž .Windows NT operating system and runs on the
world-wide web. Agents communicate using TCPr
IP, while actors interact with them through web
interfaces. All transactions carried out use informa-

Žtion encoded in XMLrEDI format for more on the
w x.advantages of such an approach, see Refs. 4,21 .

A start-up company is currently testing the sys-
tem’s first fully integrated version, the real applica-
tion being the shares market in Cyprus. In Fig. 11,
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Fig. 11. The Cyprus Shares Market application.

the upper left window shows the offer synthesis
graph while the lower window keeps track of a

Ž .user’s activities, that is: i requests to buy or sell,
Ž .and ii real transactions taking place between two

users which are registered in the e-market. Note that
for this very application, a negotiation stage has been
also foreseen; this is similar to the approach fol-

w x Žlowed in Kasbah 2 it is based on a minimum and a
maximum share value, which are defined by the user

.during the initiation of a request .

Fig. 12 illustrates the registration and log-in ap-
plets of our system. As shown, users need first to
provide all the necessary information to get regis-

Ž .tered in the e-market left window and exploit the
system’s advanced features, such as notification by
email or a message in their mobile phone that a

Žrequest has been satisfied. In the sequel or whenever
.they want toAvisitB the e-market again , they need to

authenticate themselves through the log-in applet
Ž .see Fig. 12, right window .

Fig. 12. The registration and log-in applets.
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6. Conclusions

This paper has presented a web-based system for
agent-mediated cooperation in an electronic market.
The main contribution concerns the personalization
of the agents involved, the progressive synthesis and
multiple criteria comparative evaluation of the alter-

Žnative proposals, and the specification of communi-
.cation and cooperation protocols attempting to bring

real and artificial markets closer. Future work direc-
tions concern the integration of a more elaborated

Ž w x.negotiation stage for an overview, see Ref. 10 , by
exploiting a multicriteria-based negotiation model

w xthat has first been presented in Ref. 14 . Negotiation
of a set of product features, for instance, between a
purchaser and aseller agent will enable the
latter better tailoring its offer proposal and, eventu-
ally, work more efficiently for its merchant.
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